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Abstract
We present Pactole, a formal framework to design
and prove the correctness of protocols (or the im-
possibility of their existence) that target mobile
robotic swarms. Unlike previous approaches, our
methodology unifies in a single formalism the execu-
tion model, the problem specification, the protocol,
and its proof of correctness. The Pactole frame-
work makes use of the Coq proof assistant, and is
specially targeted at protocol designers and problem

specifiers, so that a common unambiguous language
is used from the very early stages of protocol de-
velopment. We stress the underlying framework
design principles to enable high expressivity and
modularity, and provide concrete examples about
how the Pactole framework can be used to tackle
actual problems, some previously addressed by the
Distributed Computing community, but also new
problems, while being certified correct.
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1 Introduction: low cost and high expectations

Swarm Robotics envisions groups of mobile robots self-organizing and cooperating toward the
resolution of common objectives, such as patrolling, exploring and mapping disaster areas, con-
structing ad hoc mobile communication infrastructures to enable communication with rescue
teams, etc. In many cases, such groups of robots are deployed in adverse environments (e.g. space,
deep sea, disaster areas). Thus, a group must be able to self-organize in the absence of any prior
infrastructure and ensure dynamic coordination in spite of the presence of faulty robots as well as
environmental changes. A faulty robot can stop its execution (crash) or start to behave in an
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arbitrary way either due to some external factors (e.g. electromagnetic fields, attacks) or to some
inaccurate information received by its own sensors.

Sending a single complex expensive robot for example to explore a dangerous area is often
not the best solution, as some environments are likely to destroy robots in a matter of hours.1
Instead, using a large number of cheap simple robots one can afford to lose, but that nonetheless
are able to coordinate to globally solve a given task, is the underlying principle of swarm robotics.

The possibility to have a robot fail being almost certain, the operator has to use cheap robots
to form the swarm, implying that very weak individual sensing and actuating capacities are to be
privileged. Lowering the individual robots’ abilities raises an important theoretical question: which
individual capacities are necessary (and sufficient) to collectively solve a given task? Obviously,
robots with more abilities than necessary to solve a task can still solve it. Conversely if a given task
solvability requires a particular capacity, and that capacity is unavailable to the robots forming
the swarm, no genius algorithm or protocol can come to the rescue.

Another consequence of failure likeliness is that no robot in the swarm should have a particular
role to assume (e.g. a leader from which other robots wait for orders). Indeed, if the particular
robot ceases functioning or starts behaving arbitrarily, the entire swarm fails. Instead, all robots
are to be given the same role, and self-organization is to be used to take collective decisions
regardless of the current situation.

On the other hand, proving task solvability requires to envision all situations, even the most
unlikely ones. A classical setup only considers the system behaviour from a given well-formed
initial state. Proofs written in the context of swarm robotics must consider all possible failure
occurrences, be they at the individual robot level or induced by a catastrophic change in the
environment.

Actual deployment of mobile robotic swarms mandates preliminary theoretical assessments, to
ensure the swarm behaves according to its specification, and to assess its practical feasibility with
respect to expected completion time and used resources. While the latter is typically quantified
through simulations, the former requires a sound mathematical proof of correctness. Most of the
literature makes use, for this purpose, of handwritten proofs. As recent findings show [1, 14, 32, 33],
handwritten proofs are error-prone, and sometimes erroneous, which may compromise the safety
and the correctness of actual deployments. Hence, a recent trend deals with computer-aided
proving of important properties for mobile robotic swarms.

Following this trend, our focus in this paper is to propose a unified formal approach that
permits us to express both the execution model and its variants, and the property specifications
and their proof, relating all that we formally state to the usual model in the Distributed Computing
Community. In more detail, our starting point is the model by Suzuki and Yamashita [65] (who
was recently awarded the Prize for Innovation in Distributed Computing), extended by the many
variants the Distributed Computing developed throughout the years [37], unified in a modular
formal framework developed in Coq.

Our framework is meant to answer legitimate questions that arise when developing protocols
for mobile robotic swarms:
1. Is algorithm A a solution to problem X in model variant Y ?
2. Is problem X solvable using model variant Y ?
3. Which problems are solvable using model variant Y ?
4. What is the weakest model variant that permit to solve problem X?
5. Does the proof for algorithm A remain valid if we switch model variant Y for model variant Z?
6. etc.

1 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/09/fukushima-nuclear-cleanup-falters-six-years-after-tsunami
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work related to
the use of formal methods in the context of Distributed Computing, as well as an introductory
example. The Pactole library for the Coq proof assistant is presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we review the structure of model variants used by the Distributed Computing community for
mobile robotic swarms, while its formalization in our framework is presented in Section 5. Several
case studies in Section 6 demonstrate the simplicity and universality of our approach. Finally,
concluding remarks are presented in Section 8.

2 Formal approaches and their complementary uses

Motivations

Models of distributed computations are traditionally presented in natural language. But the
algorithm, even when presented as pseudo-code [49], cannot be understood without the precise
setting in which it is executed. Implicit assumptions [50] are known as folklore but as properties of
distributed algorithms rely on very subtle hypotheses, in most cases a small barely noticeable shift
in the statement of these assumptions may induce dramatic changes in an algorithm behaviour.
Such shifts can still be found in the literature, and have led to erroneous results being published.

Formal methods tackle this difficulty, most notably with the use of tools providing a mathem-
atical language that is non-ambiguous [62]. Given how challenging the task of establishing correct
results in the area of distributed computing is, the simple fact of using a common non-ambiguous
format for definitions constitutes a significant asset.

So far the most popular formal method in the Distributed Computing community has been
model checking. Formal methods however encompass a wide variety of other methods. Formal
proof for instance has little to do with model checking, and in most aspects it can be considered
as its dual: formal provers can be applied to almost any domain of mathematics [55, 42, 41, 2, 67]
but are poorly automated when dealing with higher order properties, whereas model checkers
only apply on decidable (hence less expressive) logics but are highly automated. Model checkers
produce counter-examples whereas theorem provers do not (at least systematically), etc.

Model Checkers

The power and elegance of model checking lie in building an abstraction of the property to prove,
tailored so that its validity can be checked exhaustively by an automated tool. The correctness of
the abstraction being in general proved on paper.

Model checking has been used with impressive success for distributed protocols, both in
proving [14, 34, 35, 54, 51, 43, 28], and disproving [32, 33, 14] their correctness. In some cases, it
was possible to go as far as program synthesis [16, 59, 36, 31] (that is, generating algorithms that
are correct by design using a computer program). It may however be subject to combinatorial
explosion, or become undecidable [4].

Consequently, model checking often deals with instances of a problem rather than with its
full generality. Parameterized model checking sometimes allows for model checking all instances
where an (infinite) parameter varies. For example, Sangnier et al. [64] makes use of Presburger
formulae to express mobile robotic swarms operating on a discrete space (a ring of size n, meant
to be arbitrary, and a parameter of the model). However, a key result of Sangnier et al. [64] in
this context is that non-trivial properties (namely, liveness properties) are undecidable. Those
recent findings command studying complementary techniques like formal proofs.

LITES
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Formal Proofs

The formal proof approach consists in writing mathematical proofs in a fully explicit way, leaving
absolutely no reasoning detail hidden or implicit. This is (obviously) a very tedious task, and it
cannot really be applied without the help of mechanical tools, called proof assistants, that provide
(1) a language for mathematical definitions and properties;
(2) an interactive system assisting the user in writing all details of the proofs, thus ensuring their

correctness by construction.

Since the proof system is not bound to be fully automatic, very expressive (undecidable) logics
are allowed, making it possible to write virtually any mathematical definition, as witnessed by the
wide range of mathematical results that have been proven using these tools [55, 42, 41, 2, 67, 48].

A drawback of being very expressive is an induced lack of automation. Despite the help of a
variety of decision procedures for decidable sub-logics of the system, developing proofs in a proof
assistant still requires a lot of expertise.

Given its characteristics, one can expect formal proof to be successfully applied in distributed
computing, but in a way that is complementary to the model checking approach. Figure 1 gives
hints on where a proof assistant and model checking are potentially usable in the everyday life of
a researcher in distributed algorithms.

Primarily, it can be used as the underlying non-ambiguous language for all definitions involved
in Distributed Computing: from high-level model specifications to low-level algorithms and all
their properties. This is a specific complementary benefit of proof assistants. For instance in our
setting it is possible to state and prove properties explicitly quantified over continuous spaces like
R2 or the type of all protocols (functions over functions on R2):

∀ r : ( robot → R2 ) → R2 , . . .

or over types populated with infinite objects like demons (infinite streams):

∀ d : Stream demonic_action , . . .

This makes possible to state for instance that a given task is impossible to achieve [6, 23, 12] in
some model, i.e. that for all protocols (even those that cannot be computed with usual operations)
there exists an adversary (demon) that will make the protocol fail.

Even if this part is much more intricate and needs dedicated expertise, the proof assistant can
also be used to prove these properties. It is notably more tedious than writing a pen and paper
proof because of the required level of details, and it requires expertise in the assistant involved.
Expecting an expert in any domain of computer science to become also an expert with a proof
assistant it thus somewhat unrealistic at this time. It also misses the point as the fundamental
first step consists in providing formal definitions, and not proofs.

Finally the architecture of proof assistants allows for building large libraries of shared definitions
for models, problems, protocols, and theorems, ensuring their mutual consistency, and reusability.
In the long run this makes possible new and increasingly intricate but sound results.

To this goal, collaborations between experts of distributed algorithms and formal proof are
needed and the Pactole library is an example of such collaboration, among others [3, 19].

3 The Pactole library for the Coq proof assistant

3.1 The Coq proof assistant
The proof assistant used for this work is Coq [5, 15]. It is based on type theory and its
language for definitions and properties is a very rich typed λ-calculus: the calculus of inductive
constructions [22, 15].
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Figure 1 Potential uses of a proof assistant: Definitions, statements of results and their proofs.

A particularity of proof assistants based on type theory is that the definition language is
also used to express proofs. More precisely it makes use of the Curry-Howard correspondence:
types are considered as properties, and a term of a given type is actually a proof of this property.
Checking correctness of proofs therefore amounts to type-checking λ-terms. Since this is a rather
simple task, a small kernel can be written, and proofs accepted by the proof assistant have strong
guarantees of correctness.

The syntax of the Coq language is similar to that of a functional programming language à
la ML. Function types are written in the usual Curryfied way: A → B → C denotes the type of
functions that take a parameter of type A and return a function from B to C, which can also be
seen as the type of functions that take an A and a B, and return a C but can be partially applied to
their first argument. Applying a function f to an argument a is simply denoted by juxtaposition:
f a.

Function definitions and type synonyms are introduced with Definition. New data types
may be defined either by their exhaustive list of constructors with Inductive (and the pattern
matching of such a type is done by the match ... with ... end construction) or as a Record whose
values are of the form {| fld1 := val1;fld2 := val2 ... |}, and fields can be accessed by the
usual dot notation. For example: let x be the record {| f1 := a ; f2 := b |}, the expression
x.(f1) has value a.

A particular construction allows for defining (sub-)types by intention: { x : T | P x } represents
the type of any element x of type T paired with a proof that P holds on x.

Coinductive types (mainly infinite streams in our context) can be easily defined in Coq and
coinductive values are introduced by cofix.

3.2 Pactole
Developed with and for the Coq proof assistant, Pactole is a library gathering definitions and
proofs on a variety of models of robot swarms. It implements the generic seminal model by Suzuki
and Yamashita [65] presented in details in Section 4.1.

Formally proven results are correct by construction and can therefore be highly trusted and
reused. It is worth noting that it is still the responsibility of the experts of a certain domain to
check what those results are the proof of. It is indeed critically important that the definitions

LITES



02:6 Swarms of Mobile Robots: Towards Versatility with Safety

are scrutinized and validated by the community. The proofs themselves, while sometimes worth
sketching, need not to be human-checked.2 In that respect, a focus in Pactole is on the ease to
write and read specifications.

Designed for robots and in particular agents that are mobile, Pactole provides a wide range
of definitions and proofs, from very high level notions to concrete protocols and their properties:

Definitions of models, proofs of relations between models (inclusion, equivalence, etc.);
problem definitions (gathering, exploration, etc.);
protocol definitions and proofs of correctness;
proofs of impossibility.

All these notions are inter-dependent. One of the benefits of proposing the widest range of
notions of the domain is that they share the same underlying definitions. They are therefore
consistent with each other by construction.

For example, when dealing with impossibility results for some problem P , and protocols solving
P under particular assumptions, sharing the definition of P ensure that these results are correctly
linked together.

As another example, when two models m1 and m2 are proven equivalent (any execution
possible in one is also possible in the other), then any proof made using the definition of m1 can
be transferred to m2 without any risk of a shift in the definitions.

In this article

All the results we present in this paper have been fully formalized and proved in Coq and
Pactole. For the sake of clarity a few definitions given in the following have been slightly
stripped of some technical details. The actual formal development is publicly available at
https://pactole.liris.cnrs.fr.

3.3 A tour of formal proof for robotic swarms
A formal semantics of a dynamic system (processor, virtual machine, robot swarm, physical system,
etc) is a mathematical object that mimics perfectly the aspects of the behaviour of the system
under consideration. All possible behaviours of the system must be possible in the model, and any
impossible behaviour of the system must also be impossible in the model. Some things may be left
out of scope of the model, usually on the basis of being irrelevant to the particular problem under
study. For instance, we may ignore thermal radiation from the sun slowly heating up robots, as
in most cases this does not result in any noticeable behavioural change. Or, while modelling a
processor, we may choose not to model its performance counters and their associated instructions.

The mathematical object modelling the system is generally a function3 taking as input the
state of the environment of the system and returning as output the evolution (the new state)
of the system in this environment. In the following we give a series of examples of increasing
complexity showing how we model different systems in robotic swarms.

3.3.1 A simple example
Suppose we want to model a single robot evolving on a ring with only three nodes in the following
way: when reaching a node in the ring, the robot selects the next node clockwise and starts moving
toward this new target.

2 The actual work of reviewing in the context of formal proof is discussed by Bauer and Mahboubi [13, 56].
3 It may be a relation instead, for instance if the system is non-deterministic.

https://pactole.liris.cnrs.fr
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West

North
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If we suppose that the robot cannot be interrupted during its move from one node to another,
it is sufficient to model the topology with three positions North, East and West. A configuration
is then given by a function returning the position of the robot.

Inductive Position : Type := North | East | West .
Definition Configuration := robot → Position .

It may seem silly to model a configuration with a single robot as a function but this representation
generalizes to an arbitrary number of robots, so we choose to use it from the start.

The evolution of the system can then be formalized as a function round that takes the
configuration and returns the new configuration after one round.

Definition round (c : Configuration ) : Configuration :=
fun id :robot ⇒

match c id with (* take position of id and compute the next one. *)
| North ⇒ East
| East ⇒ West
| West ⇒ North
end .

We can now define an execution as an infinite stream of configurations obtained by successive
applications of round,4 and it is quite straightforward to prove for instance that in any such
execution starting from a valid configuration (one position occupied by a robot) from any moment
every node is occupied infinitely many times.

Lemma all_pos_occupied_eventually : ∀ (c : Configuration ) (p : Position ) ,
Stream . eventually (fun str ⇒ (hd str ) Robot1 = p) (execute c ) .

Proof .
intros c p .
(* by cases on positions and configurations *)
destruct p;destruct (c Robot1 ) eqn :heq;

try (constructor 1;now auto );
try (constructor 2; constructor 1;

unfold execute , round; simpl;
rewrite heq; reflexivity );

try (constructor 2; constructor 2; constructor 1;
unfold execute , round; simpl;
rewrite heq; reflexivity ) .

Qed .

Lemma all_pos_occupied_forever : ∀ (c : Configuration ) (p : Position ) ,
Stream . forever (Stream . eventually (fun str ⇒ (hd str ) Robot1 = p ) )

(execute c ) .

4 See Figure 5 for the coinductive definition of execute in Coq.

LITES
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Proof .
cofix HI .
constructor .
− apply all_pos_occupied_eventually .
− simpl .

apply HI .
Qed .

The important statement here is that what is true for this function is also true for the
computation model it represents.5 In other words we have reduced the problem of proving
properties of the model to the problem of proving properties of a well defined function; a task
theorem provers are perfectly suited for.6

3.3.2 The local computations
There is however a problem with this formalization. In the round function above, something
important is left implicit: we formalized the decision of the robot without defining the actual
embedded algorithm operation. Instead, we have only formalized a centralized protocol. This is a
serious gap between the model we want to represent (autonomous robots) and our formalization.
Distributed algorithms have very subtle behaviours, in particular because the code is executed on
different devices “viewing” the global system from different perspectives. Any attempt to model
distributed systems that jumps directly to a centralized vision like this would miss the important,
and most difficult part, of distributed systems. In order to represent faithfully the distributed
nature of our model we need to separate the computations done locally by each robot from the
global behaviour of the system they yield.

To illustrate this, we need to define what the perception of the robot is. In this section we
suppose that the robot sees the ring but cannot detect the “real” identity of a node. The robot
sees the whole ring and knows on which node it stands, though it has no knowledge of whether it
is actually North, East or West. The robot enjoys chirality: it can distinguish the node on its
left (clockwise) from its right (counterclockwise). Let us rework our example to represent the
distributed protocol. In the following we distinguish between two notions:

the global configuration: what is really happening in the system, and where; this viewpoint is
called the global frame of reference or the demon’s frame of reference;
the (local) observation: the global configuration as seen by the robot. In our case the observation
is composed of three nodes Me, Left and Right named after their positions relative to the
observing robot. An observation is a function giving the position of all robots relative to the
observing robot. This viewpoint is called the local frame of reference or the robots’s frame of
reference.

Inductive RelativePosition : Type := Me | Left | Right .
Definition Observation : Type := robot → RelativePosition .

The protocol takes as input an observation and produces a decision: where to go next, expressed
in its own frame of reference.

We reformulate the round function with an explicit call to the protocol on the observation by
the robot. More precisely round

5 The fact that the represented model itself is the model accepted by the community needs a validation by
experts.

6 Actually our claim is that humans also take benefit in agreeing that the function is accepted as the actual
true definition of the model, once approved by the community.
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(1) establishes the robot’s observation,
(2) passes it as a parameter to the protocol and takes back the returned decision (expressed in

the robot’s own frame of reference), and then
(3) determines where the robot moves in the global frame of reference.
Note that the protocol we consider in our example is very simple: since the robot sees itself at Me,
its target is always the Left node in its own frame of reference.

Denoting by relative_config the “localized” version of the configuration where nodes are
described relatively to an observing robot (eg. in the first figure of Section 3.3.1 where the robot
is at East, East becomes Me, West becomes Left, North becomes Right) and globalise_pos

the converse function mapping local names to global ones, we obtain the simple code:

(* Always go left, since this is clockwise. *)
Definition protocol (o : Observation ) : RelativePosition := Left .
Definition round (c : Configuration ) :=
fun id : robot ⇒
let pos_id := c id in (* Where is id? *)
let obs := relative_config c pos_id in(*id sees c rotated with id on Me*)
let destination := protocol obs in (* Call protocol on observation *)
globalise_pos pos_r destination . (* Rotate back to global reference *)

It is now provable that this protocol behaves globally like the centralized version described in
Section 3.3.1.

Lemma equiv_centralized :
∀ c : Configuration , execute c ≡ Centralized . execute c .

Proof .
cofix HI .
intros c ; constructor; [ simpl;reflexivity | apply HI ] .

Qed .

This kind of proof may be quite difficult on realistic protocols. It generally (although not in
this case) relies on the fact that the algorithm consists in operations that are invariant relative to
the frame of reference.

Note that we can consider another distributed algorithm in the same model just by changing
the protocol operations.

3.3.3 Weakening the sensing capabilities of robots
In this section, we change the computation model and the round function to account for more
realistic sensors. In this new model, the robot’s compass may be subject to arbitrary recalibration
at each round and change its chirality, i.e. its Left node may correspond to its clockwise or
counterclockwise neighbour. Clearly the previous algorithm in this model behaves completely
differently and does not satisfy the same properties, because when choosing always Left the robot
may actually go counterclockwise.

The chirality reversal of the robot is not controllable and may change at each round, each
leading to a different possible execution step. To account for this variability of execution we
reformulate the model: round now takes a new parameter: a flip function that selects the
chirality of the robot at the current round. The protocol is now called on the possibly flipped
observation to simulate the new calibration of the sensors.

More generally, the uncontrollable part of the environment, that is the alea the protocol must
be robust to, should be defined as a parameter of round, so that we can reason for all possible
values.

LITES
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Denoting by mirror_pos/_obs the reversing of Left and Right we obtain the code:

(* flip id = false → robot id has clockwise orientation,
true → counterclockwise orientation *)

Definition round (c : Configuration ) (flip : robot → bool ) :=
fun id : robot ⇒
let pos_id := c id in
let c_local := relative_config c pos_id in
let obs := if flip id then mirror_obs c_local else c_local in (* flip? *)
let dest := protocol obs in (* Call protocol on observation *)
let dest_swap := if flip id then mirror_pos dest else dest in (*unflip?*)
globalise_pos pos_id dest_swap . (* Rotate back to global reference *)

With this version of the formal model it is now possible to prove that, for example, there
exist executions that never reach, say, node East. It suffices to use an infinite sequence of flip
functions alternating the chirality of the robot, so that it would go alternatively to North and
West.

Lemma exist_never_reaching_East : ∃ c (d : Stream .t (robot → bool ) ) ,
Stream . forever (fun strm ⇒ hd strm Robot1 ̸= East ) (execute d c) .

Proof .
∃ (fun id ⇒ match id with _ ⇒ North end ) . (* initial position *)
∃ (alternate (fun x ⇒ true ) (fun x ⇒ false ) ) . (* alternating demon *)
cofix HI . constructor .
− simpl . discriminate .
− simpl . constructor .

+ simpl . discriminate .
+ apply HI .

Qed .

3.3.4 Modeling Concurrency
Until now, our example involved one robot only. To model several distributed agents acting at the
same time we need to determine the level of synchronicity of the agents. In the version above
(Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) we can see that round always applies the protocol at each round: the
output position of any robot is obtained by calling the protocol on its observation. In other words,
if multiple robots are present it activates all robots at each round. This model where all robots
are always active at the same rate is called fully synchronous and is presented in more details
together with others in Section 4.4.

We can relax this constraint to obtain a more loosely synchronized model: for some reason
robots may not be all activated at each round. Similarly to chirality flips in the previous section,
the subset of robots activated at each round is not controllable. Thus, in the same fashion that
the flip parameter allows for quantifying on the uncontrollable variability of the sensors, a new
parameter is added to account for the variability of scheduling. To avoid multiplying parameters we
group uncontrollable parameters into a single record argument. This argument is called demonic
action in the following in reference to the view of the environment as an adversary trying to make
the protocol’s task fail.

Record Demonic_action : Type := {
activate : robot → bool; (* activated at his round? *)
chirality : robot → bool; (* inverted chirality at this round? *)

} .
Definition round (da : Demonic_action ) (c : Configuration ) :=
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fun id : robot ⇒
if negb (da . ( activate ) id) then c id (* if not activated, don’t move *)
else (* else move according to protocol and chirality *)
let pos_id := c id in
let c_local := relative_config c pos_id in
let obs := if da . ( chirality ) id then mirror_obs c_local else c_local in
let dest := protocol obs in
let dest_swap := if da . ( chirality ) id then mirror_pos dest else dest in
globalise_pos pos_id dest_swap .

In this version of the model, most provable properties depend upon a hypothesis on the fairness
of the scheduler, i.e. constraints on the successive values of activate in the demonic action. See
Section 4.4.

3.3.5 Other refinements
In the Pactole library, we model all the variants of the model described above and a few others.

The demonic action encompasses all external effects altering the operation of our robots. For
example, the ground may be slippery and although robots try to reach a different node, some
of them may simply not move. In this case, instead of reaching their target, the new locations
of the robots depend on another Boolean function provided by the demonic action, say reach,
expressing whether robots stay on their current location or reach their targets. Another example:
a form of asynchronicity can be modelled by considering that robots may be activated while other
have not yet reached their destination, etc.

One does not have to keep extending the definitions of demonic action and round for each
additional environmental effect: there is a general version that can encompass a wide range of
external forces and is explained in Section 5.1. In order to get to this point, we must first present
the seminal model by Suzuki and Yamashita [65] and the corresponding lattice of models.

4 A lattice of models

Research in Distributed Computing has traditionally considered three complementary approaches:
complexity-driven when a particular problem can be solved in a particular model, it becomes

interesting to reduce the complexity of the solutions. Various metrics can be considered, such
as memory, time, number and size of exchanged messages, size of a causal chain of events, etc.

model-driven when a particular model is designed for distributed computations (usually mimicking
actual networks or systems), it becomes interesting to characterize the set of problems that
are solvable in this model.

problem-driven when a particular problem is considered important in a general setting, it becomes
interesting to characterize the models that enable solutions of the problem, and the models
that make the problem impossible to solve.

The domain of mobile robotic swarms is mostly problem-driven. The focus of past efforts have
thus consisted in characterizing which hypotheses are necessary and sufficient to solve a particular
problem. Since the various hypotheses considered are sometimes unrelated, it becomes difficult
to compare two different models with different sets of hypotheses. However, some particular
hypotheses can be ordered, inducing a partial ordering among models. This partial ordering is
important for two reasons: (i) if a model X is “weaker” than another model Y (in the sense that
fewer computations are possible in model X than in model Y ), then a solution to a problem
considering model Y is also a solution to the problem considering model X, and (ii) if a given
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Figure 2 A lattice of models, with proofs on models B and H carrying to other models in the lattice.

problem admits no solution in model X, then it also admits no solution in model Y . Since the
ordering between models is only partial, it is possible that two distinct models are both necessary
and sufficient for solving a particular problem, albeit being unrelated with respect to the partial
order.

Figure 2 depicts a possible partial order of models, where X ← Y denotes the fact that X is a
weaker model than Y . For a given problem, one was able to prove that a solution exists assuming
model B, but that no solution exists assuming model H. Hence, from the partial hierarchy of
models, it is possible to deduce that the problem is also solvable in models A, G, and F (that are
weaker than B), and impossible to solve in models I, C, and E (that are stronger than H). From
the current results, it remains unknown whether the problem is solvable assuming model D.

Hypotheses about the model span across various dimensions. The main ones are:
synchronization relates to the fact that mobile robots have independent control flow, and may

thus execute their protocol at different paces;
memory relates to the fact that robots may make use of persistent memory, and may want to

store various kinds of data (e.g. bits or Euclidean positions);
sensors relates to the fact that robots may have limited sensing capabilities, or limited ability to

receive messages from other robots;
actuators relates to the fact that robots may have unreliable motion actuators;
faults relates to the fact that robot may follow their prescribed protocol or deviate from it [29].

The rest of the section presents the main relevant hypotheses that have been considered since
the paper of Suzuki and Yamashita, and their induced order.

4.1 The Suzuki and Yamashita model
The seminal paper for studying robotic swarms from a Distributed Computing perspective is due
to Suzuki and Yamashita [65]. They introduce, in this paper, a mathematical model for studying
geometric pattern formation by swarms of possibly oblivious robots. The motivation for studying
oblivious robots (that is, robots that do not retain history of past actions) is resilience to faults.
For example, if a robot crashes, after rebooting it should not trust the content of its memory,
either because it might be corrupted, or because it refers to an outdated view of the system.
Ignoring past actions forces the design of algorithms that are simply more versatile.
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In the Suzuki and Yamashita initial model, robots are represented as dimensionless points
evolving in a bidimensional Euclidean space (that is, R2), and can accumulate on the same
location. They operate in Look-Compute-Move cycles. In each cycle, a robot “Looks” at its
surroundings and obtains (in its own coordinate system) a snapshot containing some information
about the locations of all robots. Based on this visual information, the robot “Computes” a
destination location (still in its own coordinate system), and then “Moves” towards the computed
location. When the robots are oblivious, the computed destination in each cycle only depends
on the snapshot obtained in the current cycle (and not on the past history of actions). The
visual snapshots obtained by the robots are not necessarily consistently oriented in any manner.
Then, an execution of a distributed algorithm by a robotic swarm consists in having every robot
repeatedly execute its Look-Compute-Move cycle. In general, executions are infinite (even if
robots do not move after a while, they still look, compute and decide not to move) and fair (every
robot executes an infinite number of Look-Compute-Move cycles).

Although this mathematical model is perfectly precise, it allows a great number of variants
(developed over a period of 20 years by different research teams [37]), according to the various
dimensions described above, namely: sensors, memory, actuators, synchronization, and faults,
which we investigate now. This flurry of subtly different models makes reasoning very error-prone
as it can easily happen that one designs a protocol in a model, and derives its proof in a slightly
different one, without noticing the difference. A summary of all model variants explored in this
section in depicted on Figure 4. In order to remain readable, we present all the dimensions
separately, so that the overall lattice must be understood as the Cartesian product of all these
smaller lattices.

4.2 Sensors

Robots perceive their surroundings through sensors, whose abilities have strong impact on task
solvability. The most commonly considered types of sensors vary along several capabilities,
described below. Obviously, one can think of other kinds of sensors not described here. For
instance, in a completely opaque environment, one may imagine that the only available information
is by direct contact through bumpers.

4.2.1 Range

The most obvious parameter of sensors is their range, that denotes how far a robot can sense
another robot’s location:
full visibility robots are able to sense every other robot’s location, regardless of distance;
limited visibility there exists λ > 0 such that robots are able to sense every other robot’s location

if their distance to the observing robot is less than λ, and are unable to sense the locations of
other robots [38];

k-random there exists λ > 0 such that robots are able to sense every other robot’s location if
their distance to the observing robot is less than λ, and up to k robots at distance more than λ,
chosen uniformly at random, cannot be sensed (the other “distant” robots can be sensed) [45];

k-enemy there exists λ > 0 such that robots are able to sense every other robot’s location if their
distance to the observing robot is less than λ, and up to k robots at distance more than λ,
chosen by an adversary, cannot be sensed (the other “distant” robots can be sensed) [45].

Note that in general, robots are not aware of λ. Obviously, a protocol assuming limited visibility
is strictly more powerful than one that requires full visibility.
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4.2.2 Multiplicity detection
Multiplicity refers to the ability of robots to distinguish (to some extent) the number of robots
sharing a given location. There are three variants about the accuracy, ordered by decreasing
strength:
no multiplicity detection sensors can only distinguish occupied and unoccupied location, but any

estimation about the number of robots present remains unknown;
weak multiplicity detection sensors can distinguish between a single robot or more than one

robots at a location, but not their precise number [47];
strong multiplicity detection sensors can accurately count the number of robot at a location.

Another axis for variants is related to the range of the multiplicity detection:
local multiplicity detection indicates that weak or strong multiplicity information is only ob-

servable for the position of the observing robot (that is, a robot can only obtain multiplicity
information about its own location) [46];

global multiplicity detection indicates that weak or strong multiplicity information can be ob-
tained for all observed positions (that is, a robot can obtain multiplicity information about all
locations in its viewing range).

Overall, we thus have five variants for multiplicity: no multiplicity, weak local multiplicity,
weak global multiplicity, strong local multiplicity, and strong global multiplicity. Obviously, an
algorithm assuming no multiplicity detection is more powerful than one requiring any of the other
assumptions. However, some assumptions are uncomparable, e.g. weak global multiplicity and
strong local multiplicity.

4.2.3 Orientation
This refers to the ability of robots to share some common notion of direction or orientation. Again,
there are many variants:
common direction the robots have the same North-South and/or East-West axes, but the direction

along these axes may be inverted (this is also called two-axes direction) [40];
common orientation in addition to having the same two axes direction, robots may also share

orientation on either one axis (e.g. North only) or two axes (e.g. North and West);
common chirality robots have the same notion of left and right [39].

Notice that it is entirely possible to have common chirality without sharing a common direction.
When having common direction, orientation on one axis, and chirality, robots are said to have full
compass. Note that orientation on one axis and chirality amounts to having orientation on two
axes.

4.3 Memory/Communication
The benefit of using oblivious robots is that they easily recover from crashes and memory corruption.
Nevertheless, several extensions with memory have been proposed, ordered from strongest to
weakest:
oblivious only volatile memory is available. Memory is reset at the beginning of each Look-

Compute-Move cycle. Robots thus have no memory of past actions. Practically, robots only
use their current snapshot in the compute phase.

finite memory robots may have persistent memory between Look-Compute-Move cycles. Sev-
eral variants of this model called the luminous model [26, 66, 44, 27, 25] have been investigated
(see below).
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· · ·

(d) The ASYNC model.

Figure 3 Synchronization hypotheses in models.

infinite memory robots may make use of an infinite amount of memory. It allows robots to
remember a full observation, as the position of robots may have to be encoded as actual real
numbers (in the ego-centred observation).

Since robots are assumed to be anonymous, there is no way of performing point-to-point
communication with a particular neighbour. Therefore, communication is handled through
broadcast, which is described as the robots having lights whose color may be adjusted during the
compute phase. In addition to the number of available colours for a robot light (hence the amount
of states of information transmitted), there are three kinds of lights:
internal lights are only visible by the emitting robot itself, thus actually represent finite memory

(the robot communicates with itself);
external lights are only visible by other robots but not the emitting root, thus they represent

communication without memory [60];
full lights combine internal and external lights: they are visible by all robots.

4.4 Synchronicity and fairness
The considered model is based on discrete logical time, that is, on a sequence of events, an event
being any change in the state of any robot.

The possible interleavings of those events define the synchronicity level of an execution.
If the Look-Compute-Move cycles are considered atomic, that is no event can occur during

a cycle, the model is said to be semi-synchronous (SSYNC): a subset of the robots enter (and
finish) their cycle and each phase within it simultaneously while the others are idle, hence the
notion of round. In the constrained version of SSYNC where no robot is idle, that is where all
robots are activated simultaneously, the execution is said to be fully-synchronous (FSYNC). In the
case where the cycles are not atomic and may overlap, the execution is said to be asynchronous
(ASYNC) [40]. Clearly, ASYNC is the strongest model and FSYNC is the weakest.

A fourth synchronicity model exists: the centralized one, where only a single robot moves every
round. It is a particular case of the SSYNC model (thus it is weaker) but it is incomparable to
the FSYNC one.

Figure 3 illustrates these synchronicity hypotheses.
These synchronicity hypotheses between the Look-Compute-Move cycles of robots are of

paramount importance for proofs. Many proofs made in weak synchronization models were claimed
to hold also under stronger synchronization models but turned out to be incorrect. This is actually
the main source of errors in the literature.
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In the FSYNC, SSYNC, and centralized models, the actual duration of each phase does not
matter since no observation occurs while a robot is moving, which justifies using discrete logical
time. On the opposite, the ASYNC model represents the complete lack of synchronization between
robots, and duration is important here, as a robot may observe others while they are moving.

Fairness

In all models except FSYNC where all robots are active at all times, the subset of active robots is
chosen by the environment. In all generality, nothing prevents the environment, a.k.a the demon,
from starving some or all robots. Obviously, most tasks are infeasible if some robots never get
opportunities to act. Thus, there are fairness constraints on demons: a demon is said fair if every
robot gets activated infinitely often. This is equivalent to saying that at any point of the execution,
every robot is eventually activated.

Although fairness is usually enough for most protocols, it does not give any guarantee on the
relative rates of robot activations: a robot may be activated arbitrarily more often than another.
To remedy this situation, one can use the stronger fairness condition of k-fairness:7 every robot is
activated at least once for every k activations of any other robot.

4.5 Rigid/Flexible Movement
The atomicity of cycles does not imply that the computed destination is actually reached by a
robot before the start of its new cycle: the robot may be interrupted during its move by the
environment.

An execution where all robots always reach the destination returned by the protocol is said to
be rigid. Conversely, if robots can start a new cycle before they completed their scheduled journey,
the execution is flexible. In such a case, so as to avoid Zeno-like counter-examples, it is assumed
that robots travel at least some minimal non-null distance δ towards the expected destination
before being subject to restart. In particular, a journey shorter than δ is always completed. This
minimal uninterruptable distance is unknown to robots;8 they may however take into account
that such a minimum exists.

4.6 Faults
In an adversarial environment, faults must be considered, either because malicious agents are
present or because one of our own agent has been corrupted.

The most common fault hypotheses made in models are (from strongest to weakest):
byzantine faults some robots do not follow the protocol and are controlled by an adversary;
crash some robots may crash and stop acting forever;
no fault correct robots follow the protocol forever.

Notice that the faults described here are permanent, that is, they span the entire execution
once they occur.

7 Early literature introduced k-bounded: between two activations of a robot, there are at most k activations of
any other robot. This is not equivalent to k-fairness since it is vacuously satisfied if a robot is never activated:
there are no two activations we should count activations of other robots between. Furthermore, one can prove
that k-bounded and fair is equivalent to k-fair, making k-fairness the useful notion.

8 It would however make little sense to base an algorithm on such an absolute δ as it is possible that robots do
not share frames of reference.
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Figure 4 The model lattice for robot swarms, as the Cartesian product of smaller lattices.
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5 The formalization of the Suzuki, Yamashita model

The formalization of a computation model in a proof assistant consists of a body of mathematical
definitions linked together. The main statement defines the set of correct computations in this
model. This definition must be inspected very carefully to ensure it complies exactly with what
specialists have in mind. It is however not rare that on the occasion of a formalization one
realizes that different specialists have slightly different models in mind. Formalization is thus
the occasion of clarifying things, either by proving equivalence of models or by establishing more
subtle correspondences between them.

The computational model introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita states basically that robots
move in space according to their observation of the environment. In order to complete a formal
description of this model, we hence have to provide a Coq encoding of the relevant space, and
of course a way to characterize robots and their sensors (that is the way the environment is
perceived).

Implementing robot capabilities and instantiating the universe the robots move in must be
generic, abstract, and (relatively) user-friendly. This is crucial, as this is where the developer
clarifies assumptions and removes ambiguities and the expert validates definitions. It is a sine qua
non for a broad acceptance of a formal framework.

We must also formalize the Look-Compute-Move cycles and their possible interleavings:
i.e. the core of the model and its synchronicity level. While the latter is still a parameter chosen
by the user, the core itself is agnostic to assumptions about the environment. It is modelled in
the framework by a function, round, that the developer never has to look at, except maybe for
reassurance that it actually encodes Suzuki and Yamashita’s robotic swarms model.

We hence shall describe first how round simulates the evolution of the system, with completely
abstract parameters. Then we explore how various flavours of Suzuki and Yamashita’s robots
can or cannot solve fundamental tasks, and how to instantiate those variants within our formal
framework.

5.1 Structure of the model, abstractions
So as to keep the core of the model as generic as possible, we provide the description of the
environment as parameters. This way, those specifications and assumptions are kept abstract in
the core, that is the actual description of how the system evolves.

The environment may be defined with several straightforward settings: the space where robots
are moving, the level of synchronicity, the characteristics and capabilities of robots and their
sensors (for example their accuracy or range), etc. Figure 6 and Section 5.4 show in details the
structure of all parameters that must be instantiated.

Following Figure 6 we consider being given:
a topology with its usual operations,
the definition of a robot’s state that includes its location (the position in space it is at), and a
way of accessing it for all robots,
a notion of observation that only considers what is allowed by the relevant variant, and finally
an embedded algorithm : the protocol.

Usual operations regarding the space and its topology typically include a decidable equality on
locations and change of frame operators.

A state describes, typically as a record, the internal state of robots, including in certain cases
of synchronicity (namely ASYNC) their computed destination. Its access is ensured through the
configuration: a function that takes a robot identifier as argument, and returns its state.
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The configuration cannot generally be used as an observation of the robots as it may include
private information about internal states, and thus may display what should not be observed by
other robots. It is the case for example if local sensors have a limited range, or cannot get robots’
ids, or even cannot detect multiplicity (i.e., the exact number of robots inhabiting a location
in space), etc. Forbidden/private information is thus pruned from the configuration to get an
observation. That observation is the one and only allowed input for a robot to compute its next
destination; examples of its instantiation are given in section 5.3.2.

The protocol, that is the embedded algorithm that returns a path to a destination 9, based on
an observation, is shared by all robots. It consists of the actual function mapping observations to
(path-containing) states, and some properties (though irrelevant to round) ensuring, for example,
that two equivalent observations produce equivalent paths and destinations, or on a graph that
there is an actual arc towards the targeted node.

While the Pactole library can express all of the synchronicity hypotheses, namely ASYNC,
SSYNC, centralized, and FSYNC, we shall focus in the following on the description of SSYNC
executions (of which FSYNC executions are a particular case).

Modelling flexible executions simply amounts to allowing for a restart of any robot at any
ratio of its trajectory, providing the effectively travelled distance is at least the minimal one δ.
The new state is returned accordingly.

5.2 The function round

We describe the evolution of the system, following Suzuki and Yamashita’s model, with a function:
round.

5.2.1 Inputs
We want to design a function that, from a configuration, and given an embedded algorithm,
returns the next configuration. Two obvious parameters for round are thus:
1. the configuration, and
2. the shared algorithm driving the robots: the protocol.
However, what happens in a step of execution depends also on some choice made by the demon,
akin to Maxwell’s: which robots are activated, what the new frames are, what distances are
effectively travelled. . . We consider those choices as the results of a demonic action, which is given
as an extra argument to round:
3. a demonic action.
We may find in a demonic action:

the indication that a robot of a given id is activated, that is a function activate returning a
Boolean when given an id as argument, in the special case of an FSYNC execution, its result
is always true.
a function for conversion of frames of references, say change_frame,10

the actual function returning relevant choices on the entry of any robot’s id. That function is
a parameter of the model, it is hereafter referred to as choose_update.

9 Observe that simply assuming robots move toward the destination along a straight line precludes the use of
our framework for e.g. proving the correctness of existing algorithms that make use of non-linear paths, such
as parametric paths used by Defago et al. [30]. Hence, to preserve generality of the framework, we assume
protocols return a path.

10 As it is constrained by the robot under consideration (recall that frames are self-centred) this function takes
also a robot as argument.
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Depending on assumptions, robots may also undergo Byzantine failures. As the movements of
Byzantine robots is, by definition, not determined by the algorithm, demonic actions must in
that case include:
a function that chooses the next destination of each Byzantine robot, hereafter referred to as
relocate_byz.
Finally, one needs a set of properties ensuring that the choices are coherent, for example that
robots do not go past their computed destination, do not follow non-existing paths, etc.

The infinite sequence of demonic actions characterizes the choices for the whole execution, and
constitutes the demon of the execution.

Finally, we have to be able to express flexible executions. Recall that in those, robots may be
interrupted/restarted before they reach the end of their planned journey, but after they travelled
at least an absolute distance δ. While the value of δ is unknown to robots, it is used in enforcing
that the execution fulfils the aforementioned constraints. It has thus to be provided to round:
4. a minimal travel length δ.

It is worth noticing that the formal development allows for comparison of demons; it provides
in particular proofs that demons with rigid movements are equivalent to demons with flexible
movements and movement ratio 1, in the sense that any execution for one can be also obtained
for the other.

We shall now describe the evolution of the system, following Suzuki and Yamashita’s model,
by devising our function round.

5.2.2 Operation
For the sake of simplicity, we focus on SSYNC flexible executions, of which FSYNC flexible
executions are the particular case where all robots are selected to be activated by every demonic
action.

In the remainder of this section, we shall denote the four formal parameters for round as
follows :

δ obviously represents δ,
r represents the protocol,
da represents the used demonic action,
c represents the configuration.

The result of round is a configuration, that is a function. The body of round δ r da c is hence
a functional object taking an identifier, say id, as unique parameter, and returning its (new) state.
We just have to describe this new state.

The first step is to figure out if the robot is activated, that is susceptible to undergo any
change. This is a decision of the demon, and as so is stated in the demonic action. In an SSYNC
context, da.(activate) id can either return false,11 in which case the new state is the previous
one: c id; or return true in which case choices and changes may apply for robot id: usually some
change of frame function together with a travel ratio.

Note that this information is irrelevant if id is Byzantine. Should it be the case, its new state
would be arbitrarily chosen by the demon, using da.(relocate_byz).

Otherwise, if id refers to a correct robot, the new state depends on the protocol that requires
an observation for id.

11 Recall that this is never the case in an FSYNC execution.
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1. The configuration is thus expressed from id’s point of view using its new frame of reference
provided/chosen by the demonic action da. One obtains id’s observation by pruning the now
translated configuration from illegitimate information.

2. The protocol may now be applied on that observation.
The results contains in particular a path to a destination location, but is this local target
reached before a new cycle starts? That depends of a choice of the demon, and is constrained
by the ratio provided in da.(choose_update) id.
Any destination location, in the local targeted state, closer than δ is reached, otherwise the
location attained along the path is the one determined by the chosen ratio, the chosen target.

3. The demon-chosen target state is computed from the local target state by applying in particular
the travel ratio.

4. As the distance between the current location of the robot and the chosen target is to be
compared to the absolute δ, coordinates have to be translated back to the demon’s frame of
reference. The actual update with the new state can now be obtained from the result of this
comparison: either the new location corresponds to the target locally computed or to the
(demon-) chosen one.

5.3 Model specialization

As the core of the model is set once and for all, we may consider the many variants of Suzuki and
Yamashita’s robots. A slight modification of the robots, in their sensor capabilities for example,
can dramatically change the feasibility of any given task. We shall review some of those, and
describe how to instantiate the formal model accordingly.

5.3.1 Space

In this paper, we mainly consider the Euclidean plane R2 [24, 11]. Nevertheless, the formal model
is not tied to this choice and we can consider any other space such as the real 3D space (R3), the
real line (R) [6, 23], discrete ones such as a ring (Z/nZ) or an arbitrary graph [12], possibly with
robots moving continuously on edges [7], or even more exotic ones.

Providing a space in the formal framework amounts to define a type of locations where the
robots are, and the necessary operations to compute: distances, the actual operations of the
protocol, and changes of frames of references.

The computations by the protocol usually involve basic arithmetics; this is for example the
case in Courtieu et al. [24] or Balabonski et al. [11] where all the necessary machinery to compute
barycentres is provided with the instantiation of R2.

Conversions into different frames of references can be as simple as rotations and homothetic
transformations in a Euclidean space. They are however subtler when the considered space is a
graph, and may then involve permutations of the node names.

To allow for a comfortable use of graphs in Pactole, Balabonski et al. [12] define a (light-
weight12) template to be instantiated as desired by the user. The relevant interface is designed to
link up with the general signature for spaces; it provides also a specialised version for rings.

12 This template is not intended to be as powerful as a specialised development on graphs, like for instance the
LoCo library for local computation on graphs [19].
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Definition round δ r da c :=
(** for a given robot, we compute the new configuration *)
fun id ⇒

let state := c id in (* state: id’s state as seen by demon *)
if da . ( activate ) id (** Is the robot activated? *)
then match id with (** Byzantine or correct? *)

| Byz b ⇒ da . ( relocate_byz ) b (* Demon relocates Byzantine *)
| Good g ⇒ (* Config. expressed in the frame of g: PHASE 1 *)
let frame_conv := da . ( change_frame ) c id in
let local_config := map_config frame_conv c in
let obs := obs_from_config local_config id in

(* APPLY r ON OBSERVATION: PHASE 2 *)
let local_target_state := r obs in

(* Demon chooses a point on the path to the target *)
let chosen_target_state := da . ( choose_update ) (* PHASE 3 *)

id
local_config
local_target_state in

(update (* Actual update: PHASE 4 *)
δ (* (including comparison) *)
local_config
id
frame_conv −1

loc_target_state
chosen_target_state )

end
else state . (** Inactive robots stay unchanged *)

(** [execute r d config] returns an (infinite stream) execution from an
initial global configuration config, a demon d and a protocol r
running on each good robot. Each configuration being the result of
round applied to the previous configuration (and the corresponding
demonic_action). *)

Definition execute r : demon → configuration → execution :=
cofix execute d c :=

Stream .cons c (execute (Stream .tl d) (round δ r (Stream .hd d) c ) ) .

Figure 5 The round function, core of the formal simulator, and the execute function that produces
an infinite execution from it.
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5.3.2 Sensors
One of the key concepts in Suzuki and Yamashita’s model is the one of observation, that is the
way to get some snapshot about the environment. The sensor capabilities can indeed change
dramatically what is achievable in any given model. A very simple example of that is perception
with a limited range: if robots are far enough apart to the point of not being aware of the others,
there is no hope of cooperation of any kind!

Even seemingly minor differences may change the impossibility frontier: Gathering is im-
possible in general [23], but becomes possible with either a common compass [40] or detection of
multiplicity [24] (that is, when robots can count the number of robots on a location instead of
just detecting that the location is inhabited).13

Sensor capabilities are modelled through the way the configuration is perceived, that is
transformed into an actual observation. The fact that states of robots may include some internal
states, and thus may display information that should not be observed by other robots, prevents
them to be used directly as an observation.

Depending on the variant one is interested in, assumptions may indeed require that local
sensors cannot tell robots apart (anonymity), or detect whether they are correct or Byzantine, or
are endorsed with multiplicity detection, etc.

These restrictions can be defined and encapsulated in the notion of observation, which charac-
terizes what a robot’s sensors can perceive of the global system.

To obtain the observation, that is the only input to the protocol, all forbidden information
must be pruned from the configuration. To that goal, a function obs_from_config is devised to
return an observation when given the actual configuration. This function takes also the internal
state of the observer, as the actual perception may depend on characteristics of its own sensors.14

Sensor capabilities are thus characterized through:
the datatype for observation, and
the operation of obs_from_config.

5.3.2.1 Anonymity, multiplicity

Modelling capabilities through the type definition is straightforward as the type has to describe
only the public information.

Let us say one wants to model anonymous robots, equipped with sensors that can “see” the
whole universe, and detect the number of robots inhabiting any location (strong multiplicity). A
convenient datatype for the observation in that case may be simply a multiset of the inhabited
locations, the detection of multiplicity (number of robots in a place) being directly expressed by
multiplicities of elements (number of times a location appears as the location of a robot).

This is not tied to the underlying space: in the case of a discrete graph where no node naming
or origin is shared between robots, one would have a multiset of nodes, with one node marked as
the location of the observing robot.

In the case the anonymous robots cannot distinguish between different inhabitants, detecting
only that the location is inhabited, the observation datatype may then be just a set of inhabited
locations. Again, this would work just as well on a graph rather than the Euclidean plane.

For non-anonymous robots, observations may be sets of pairs consisting of a robot identifier
and the location where this robot is.

13 Constraints on the starting configuration may be necessary, like the forbidding of a bivalent configuration.
14 Of course, that does implies presence of (parts of) the internal state in the result of obs_from_config,

which depends on what is allowed by the variant.
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5.3.2.2 Accuracy, range limits

It is possible to represent bounded accuracy of sensors, or limited vision, in the sense that the
whole space is not perceivable by a single robot. Those are variants that are taken care of in the
function rather than in the datatype definition directly.

Bounded accuracy can be obtained by rounding values in the configuration to the adequate
level before entering them in the observation. It is for example possible to introduce noise, or
even map actual locations to an underlying discrete version of the space, where robots perform
their computations.

Limited perception is obtained by deleting from a “total” observation the robots that are
out of range for the observer under consideration. Note the use of the internal state, given as
a parameter, in that case where location and range of detection are at play to determine the
observable ball.

5.3.2.3 Colours, memory

In the robots with lights variant, robots are equipped with coloured lights that they can turn on
and off. Colours can have a dramatic impact on possibility results, as they introduce a form of
communication and, when self-perceived, a certain kind of memory.

Let us consider that the observation for a variant without colours is, say, a multiset of n-
tuples (location, id, etc.). Adding colours to that variant basically consists in adding the colour
information to that observation, that is considering a multiset of n + 1-tuples including the colour.
An additional tuple that represents the observing robot itself must be added if it can detect its
own colour. It must be absent from the observation otherwise, as it introduces some memorized
information about the robot’s previous state.

Should robots be endowed with unbounded memory, being able to remember all previous
observations for example, adding the list of previous observations as an internal state in the
definition of the robots suffices. The relevant information from this list would then be included in
the observation by obs_from_config.

5.4 Formal Parameters of the model

Figure 6 shows all the parameters needed to instantiate a particular model. The main parameters
are:

the location and more generally the State of the robot;
the observation of the robot;
the characterization of a demonic_action;
the way the robots move (update_function), given the decisions of the robot and of the
demon.

These parameters are themselves parameterized by types (Names, etc).

6 Examples

Examples provided in this section contain only a small subset of certified results obtained with
the Pactole framework. For completeness, we summarize published results based on Pactole
in Table 1.
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State

Location,state

+get_location

demonic_action

(Names, TframeChoice, TrobotChoice, TactiveChoice)

+activate: ident → bool
+relocate: config → B → state
+change_frame: config → G → Tframe
+chose_update: config → G → TrobotChoice → TactiveChoice

update_function

Names TframeChoice TrobotChoice
TactiveChoice

+update

Observation

Names,observation

+obs_from_config: configuration → state → observation
+obs_is_ok: observation→ configuration → state → Prop

Model

+round:
protocol
→ demonic_action
→ config
→ config

Figure 6 Parameters needed for a model.

6.1 Gathering
Robotic swarms are mostly a problem-driven domain, and as such focus on a few paradigmatic
problems, some being fundamental, as for instance Gathering. This problem has been extensively
studied, in particular by Principe [63], and in a formal setting by Balabonski et al. [10].

In its commonly shared definition, solving Gathering consists in having, within finite time, all
correct (non-Byzantine) robots to stand on the same location, unknown beforehand, and to stay
there indefinitely.

To describe Gathering formally, one has to define static (depending only on the configuration)
and dynamic (depending on the demon) properties characterizing:
1. a configuration with all correct robots located at the same position, say p,
2. an execution with all correct robots staying at the same position indefinitely,
3. an execution consisting of a finite number of evolution steps (the actual gathering movements),

followed by what is an execution fulfilling the description of item 2.

The first item is easily modelled by a definition gathered_at stating that, given a configuration
c and a location p, for any robot identifier, if that robot is correct, then its location is p in c.

Definition gathered_at (p : location ) (c : configuration ) : Prop :=
∀ id , good id → get_location (c id) = p .

The second item characterizes an execution e with a location p: at each step in e, that is for
each configuration c in e,15 gathered_at p c holds. Let us call this property of p and e: Gather
p e.

15 Recall that executions are streams of configurations, so that a property P on the head of a stream e must be
projected by Stream.instant P e.
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Table 1 Certified results based on Pactole

Problem Type of result Setting References LoC

Framework
Core All 1 000
Spaces R, R2, rings, grids, graphs 5 176
Observation multiset, sets 626

Gathering
Impossibility R, R2, SSYNC [23] 1 109
Correctness R, R2, not bivalent, SSYNC [24] 2 307
Correctness R2, FSYNC, flexible [11] 609

Convergence Impossibility R, 1/3 Byzantine [6] 578
Correctness R, FSYNC 170

Exploration Impossibility Ring, FSYNC, n|k [12] 474
with stop Necessary condition Ring, FSYNC 203
Life-line Correctness R2, FSYNC [8, 9] 1592

Model equivalence Graph, ASYNC [7] 1187
Model equivalence ASYNC, flexible/rigid 275

Definition Gather (p : location ) (e : execution ) : Prop :=
Stream . forever (Stream . instant (gathered_at p ) ) e .

The third item states a location p exists such that the Gather p status is reached in finite time
for an execution e. WillGather e is directly an inductive property over streams, that is holding
from a point in the stream accessible/reachable in finite time.

Definition WillGather (e : execution ) : Prop :=
Stream . eventually (fun ex ⇒ ∃ p , Gather p ex) e .

A protocol r achieves Gathering for a demon d if from any starting configuration c, all correct
robots are eventually gathered forever in the execution obtained from r and d, that is :

Definition FullSolGathering r d : Prop :=
∀ c , WillGather (execute r d c ) .

Expressing now that a given protocol r is a solution to Gathering is simply stating that for
every demon d, FullSolGathering r d holds.16

Conversely, expressing that Gathering is unsolvable (under certain assumptions) is simply
stating that for any protocol r, it does not hold that r solves Gathering for every demon.

6.1.1 A model where gathering is proven impossible
In this section we give an example of a model where gathering is proved impossible. This is a well
known fact [65, 63], of which a generalized version has been formally proved [23].

Instantiating the model

Let us have an arbitrary even number of robots, say n, of which none is Byzantine, moving on the
Euclidean plane (note the use of Variable and Hypothesis for parameters left abstract).

16 This can be constrained to demons fulfilling the assumptions of the considered variant: synchronicity, fairness,
etc.).
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Variable n : nat .
Hypothesis even_nG : Nat .Even n .
Definition MyRobots : Names := Robots n 0 .
Definition Loc : Location := make_Location R2 .

Movements are rigid (that is: robots always reach their destination before the next round).
No demon interference is applied on robot’s choice, and all operations deal with locations only:

Definition rchoice : Trobotchoice := location .
Definition state : State location := OnlyLocation .
Definition dchoice : Tactivechoice := unit .
Instance UpdFun : update_function := RigidUpdate .

Robots have multiplicity detection but cannot distinguish one robot from another. To model
this limitation in sensing capabilities, we define the observation of a robot as a multiset of
locations: the multiplicity of a location p gives the number of robots present at p, but robots
are not identifiable. We give here the instantiation of the Observation model parameter. It is a
record containing:
(1) the logical definition of what the observation of a configuration must be: obs_is_ok, which is

what is used in future proofs;
(2) the definition of the function obs_from_config that computes the observation, from the

configuration, and that is used in round (see figure 5)
(3) the proof of correctness of obs_from_config with reference to the characteristic property

obs_is_ok.

Definition multiset_observation : Observation := { |
observation := multiset location;
(* Characteristic property of the observation of a config. *)
obs_is_ok obs (c :config ) st :=

∀ loc , multiplicity obs loc
= countA_occ loc (map c MyRobots );

(* Function computing the observation from config *)
obs_from_config c st := make_multiset (map c MyRobots ) ;
(* Proof that obs_from_config satisfies characteristic property *)
obs_from_config_spec c st : obs_is_ok (obs_from_config c st) c st :=

. . .
|} .

Note that in this example, the assumptions on the sensors are completely global, unrelated to the
internal state of the observer. Thus, obs_from_config does not use this state, even though it
receives it as a parameter.

Stating the result

We call a position invalid if all robots are on two towers of the same height, that is: evenly
distributed on exactly two distinct locations. Such a position is known as bivalent.

Definition invalid (config : configuration ) :=
∃ pt1 pt2 : location , pt1 =/= pt2

∧ multiplicity pt1 (obs_from_config config origin ) = nG / 2
∧ multiplicity pt2 (obs_from_config config origin ) = nG / 2 .
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The final lemma states that for any protocol, if one starts in an invalid configuration then
there exists a demon that makes the protocol fail, i.e. that prevents the system to reach a gathered
position.
Theorem noGathering : ∀ r : protocol , ∀ c : configuration ,
invalid c →

∃ d , SSYNC d ∧ Fair d ∧ ¬ WillGather (execute r d c ) .

A remark on the dual property

Adding as a condition on the initial configuration that it is not invalid (not bivalent) suffices
to get a universal algorithm solving Gathering. Developed in Pactole, the solution given by
Courtieu et al. [24] uses the exact same specifications of the model and the environment, thus
eliminating any risk of shift, and closing the problem under those assumptions: Fair-SSYNC
Gathering of oblivious rigid anonymous robots in R2 is impossible, unless the initial configuration
is not bivalent, in which case a protocol is proven correct.

6.1.2 A model where gathering is proven possible
It is however possible to achieve gathering when different capabilities for sensors are assumed. For
the sake of the example, we assume now, as in the works of Balabonski et al. [11], that sensors
cannot detect multiplicity. It should be stressed here that the formal definition of the problem is
strictly the same as before, preventing any shift or bias in its definition.

Instantiating the model

Let us have an arbitrary number n (more than 1) of robots (0 Byzantine) moving on the Euclidean
plane.
Variable n : nat .
Hypothesis H_nG : n >= 2 .
Definition MyRobots : Names := Robots n 0 .
Definition Loc : Location := make_Location R2 .

Movements are flexible (i.e. robots may not reach their destination before the next round).
Let us have an arbitrary δ representing the minimal distance (in the global reference) a robot
moves between two rounds, unless its destination is attained. The only choice made by the demon
after a robot’s decision is the ratio of the path toward its target the robot actually reaches.
Variable δ : R .
Definition ratio : Tactivechoice := {x : R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} .
Definition rchoice : Trobotchoice := path location .
Definition FlexChoice : update_choice := Flexible . OnlyFlexible .
Instance UpdFun : update_function rchoice location ratio := FlexibleUpdate δ .

As robots cannot detect multiplicity, observations may be reduced to a set of (inhabited)
positions, as remarked in section 5.3.2.1.
Definition set_observation : Observation := { |

observation := set location;
obs_is_ok s c pt := ∀ l , In l s ↔ In l (map c MyRobots );
obs_from_config c pt := make_set (map c MyRobots );
obs_from_config_spec c st : obs_is_ok (obs_from_config c st) c st :=

. . .
|} .
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Stating the result

The main theorem of Balabonski et al. [11] states that the protocol ffgatherR2, given below,
solves the gathering for any fully synchronous demon and any starting configuration.

Definition ffgatherR2_pgm (s : observation ) : path :=
paths_in_R2 (isobarycenter (elements s ) ) .

Theorem FSGathering_in_R2 :
∀ d , δ > 0 → FSYNC d → FullSolGathering ffgatherR2 d .

And with strong detection of multiplicity?

The framework is generic enough to provide also a formal certification for a result by Cohen and
Peleg [20, 21] when robot sensors are this time endowed with detection of multiplicity. The only
noticeable difference in the two approaches is the definition of the observation: a multiset for
Cohen and Peleg’s, and a set for Balabonski et al.’s. The proof argument is similar, and only a
few technical steps to take into account the new type for observation are required [11].

6.2 Exploration
An interesting benchmarking problem when dealing with robots on graphs is the one of exploration,
in particular with stop. Exploration with stop (also known as Terminating Exploration) requires
to ensure that:
1. all nodes are visited by a robot at some point during the execution, and
2. all robots eventually stop moving once all nodes have been visited.

There are thus 2 properties to formalize: for the space to be explored, and for the system to
stop evolving.

For a node, say v, being eventually visited (inhabited) by a robot is simply an inductive (that
is finitely reachable) property on the execution, say e: at some accessible point along e, the
configuration returns a state displaying v as the current location.17 This is a basic property about
streams.

Definition Will_be_visited v e :=
Stream . eventually (Stream . instant (is_visited v ) ) e .

The second property, the halting, is built in three steps:
firstly, one defines what is it for an execution to have two consecutive identical configurations,
namely that it stalls. It is simply a call to the equivalence relation on configurations

Definition Stall e :=
Config .eq (Stream .hd e) (Stream .hd (Stream .tl e ) ) .

secondly, the stall has to hold indefinitely

Definition Stopped e := Stream . forever Stall e .

and finally the point where the execution is Stopped is reached within a finite number of steps;
this is property Will_stop.

17 Recall that, an execution being a stream of configurations, a property P on the head of a stream e is projected
by Stream.instant P e.
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Definition Will_stop e := Stream . eventually Stopped e .

Let execute r d c be the execution obtained by running a protocol r with a demon d from an
initial configuration c. Protocol r achieves Exploration with stop for a demon d if from every initial
configuration c, Will_be_visited v (execute r d c) holds for every node v (the exploration part),
AND this execution stops, that is Will_stop (execute r d c) holds.

Definition FullSolExplorationStop r d :=
∀ c , (∀ v , Will_be_visited v (execute r d c ) )

∧ Will_stop (execute r d c ) .

Similarly to what has been done for Gathering, expressing that a given protocol r is a solution
to Exploration with stop is simply stating that for every demon d, FullSolExplorationStop r

d holds.18

Conversely, expressing that the problem is unsolvable (under certain assumptions) is simply
stating that for any protocol r, it does not hold that r is a solution.

6.2.1 A model where Exploration with stop is proven impossible
We want to prove that Exploration with stop on a ring is not possible if the number of robots
divides the size of the ring. We proceed along the lines of Balabonski et al. [12].

Instantiating the model

A ring is a special case of finite graph, already defined by the function Ring taking as input the
size, which must be an integer greater than 1.

Variable ring_size : nat .
Hypothesis ring_size_spec : 1 < ring_size .
Instance Ring_space : FiniteGraph := Ring ring_size ring_size_spec .

Let us have an arbitrary number kG of robots (of which none is Byzantine) moving on our
ring. We assume that kG divides the size ring_size of the ring and remove two corner cases:
kG = 1 and kG = ring_size.

Variable kG : nat .
Instance Robots : Names := Robots kG 0 .
Hypothesis kdn : ring_size mod kG = 0 .
Hypothesis k_bounds : 1 < kG < ring_size .

As in the first example, robots contain no more information than their locations, robots’
observations are the multiset of locations, and the demon does not interfere with the robot’s
choice, that is, movements are rigid.

Definition state : State location := OnlyLocation .
Instance RobotObs : Observation := multiset_observation .
Definition dchoice : Tactivechoice := unit .

18 That is where constraints on the demon should appear, of the form for all demons verifying such given
property, FullSolExplorationStop r d holds, as detailed in Section 6.2.1.
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The local frame is the one described in the introductory examples of Section 3.3, which amounts to
a translation along the ring (relative locations) and potentially a symmetry (for chirality change).

The difference with these earlier examples is that robots do not choose a new node of the ring
to move to, they only pick a direction. The update function is still rigid, and it simply applies the
function move_along that returns the node reached by following the chosen direction from the
robot’s current location.

Inductive direction := Forward | Backward | SelfLoop .
Definition rchoice : Trobotchoice := direction .
Instance UpdFun : update_function := move_along .

Stating the result

The final theorem states that for any protocol r, there is a FSYNC demon d against which r does
not solve exploration with stop, that is, there exists a configuration c such that the execution
following r and d starting from c either does not terminate or does not explore the ring.

Theorem no_exploration :
∀ r : protocol , ∃ d : demon , FSYNC d ∧ ¬ FullSolExplorationStop r d .

7 Related work

Numerous formalizations and verification tools have been designed and used to account for cor-
rectness in distributed computing. The formal treatment of mobile robotic swarms nevertheless
requires specific tooling (w.r.t. “classical” distributed computing), as there is no direct transforma-
tion of “classical” shared memory or message passing models into models suitable to study mobile
robotic entities. A naive transformation from the shared memory model would be to consider that
the “values” shared by the robots are their positions, that observing other robots’s positions is
similar to reading a shared variable, and that moving to a new position is similar to writing a new
value in a shared variable. However, some aspects prevent formal solutions for the shared memory
model to also apply to the mobile robots model.

First, the notion of “local observation” is quite specific to mobile robots: a robot has only
access to a degraded view of its neighbourhood (according to its visual sensors), and the view
is obtained in its local (i.e. ego centred) coordinate system. So, the same robot may appear at
two different positions at the exact same time in the execution (by two different robots that have
different coordinate systems), and, in the same execution, the same robot may appear or not
appear at a given observing robot (depending on the location and sensing abilities of the observing
robot). Second, in the more interesting ASYNC model, a robot can observe other robots while
they move, resulting in getting any intermediate position the observed robot may reach during
its movement. This is a strictly weaker setting than the classical “atomic” and “regular” shared
memory registers popularized by Lamport [52, 53] (where reads may only return the “before-write”
or the “after-write” value), and yet strictly stronger than the classical “safe” register [52, 53]
(where any value in the domain could be returned by a read) if we make the reasonable assumption
that robots cannot cover an infinite surface in a single move. Last: the position of a robot may
belong to a continuous (dense) set, while a shared register is typically a discrete value.

This last concern makes model checking mobile robot algorithms quite difficult. If one wants a
direct translation of the Suzuki and Yamashita model, one has to consider discrete (i.e. graphs)
locations [14, 33, 35]. While this approach is suitable for checking problem instances, it cannot
scale as when the number of locations becomes a parameter, interesting properties become
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undecidable [64], even if the graph representing locations is as simple as a ring. Hence, the current
hope on the model-checking side is to consider more abstract models, in the spirit of the recent
approach by Defago et al. [28]. However, more abstract models yield two significant issues. First,
models are likely to target a single problem rather than being generic, with no hint earned as
how to handle other problems in the same setting. Second, one has to prove that properties
obtained mechanically by model-checking for the abstract model echo in interesting properties for
the original model (in the approach of Defago et al. [28], this part is handwritten, hindering a
fully mechanized checkability of the approach).

From the methodology perspective, Pactole is close to Ivy [61, 58] and LoE [57]: they are
based on a master model designed in a proof assistant and a methodology is designed to prove
specific protocols in these model.

8 Conclusion

The mathematical description of mobile robotic swarms by Suzuki and Yamashita proved to be
a fertile ground19 of research, with many model variants developed throughout the years, and
many applicative domains envisioned by research teams all over the world (see the book edited by
Flocchini et al. [37] for a recent survey).

When robotic swarm protocols are developed for critical applications, with lives at stake,
reasoning about the model requires the foundations of a formal framework and methodology aimed
at mobile robot protocol designers, to enable the certification of tentative robot protocols for any
property related to their spatio-temporal behaviour that is useful in practice, or to demonstrate
the impossibility of such designs.

A first step in that direction has been proposed with the Pactole framework, which allows so
far working formally with:

Euclidean spaces with geometrical constructs (barycentres, smallest enclosing circles, etc.,
together with their relevant properties) ; Graphs, either discrete or with continuous movement
along the edges,
Rigid/flexible moves, SSYNC/FSYNC/ASYNC, various properties on demons (flavours of
fairness), equivalences between demons, and means for the theoretical study of their lattice,
Common notions of observation depending on the capabilities of robots,

including many cases studies, e.g. exploration, gathering, convergence. . .
Pactole is publicly available to the community at https://pactole.liris.cnrs.fr.
Three main axes of development are worth considering.
The first one addresses the issue of probabilistic behaviours. Probabilistic arguments are

indeed commonly used in recent results regarding mobile robotic swarms, e.g. to break symmetries
in configurations [18, 17, 68]. Probabilistic behaviours may also occur outside protocols, in the
environment. Including probabilistic behaviours on the autonomous robot side (that is, robots are
able to take actions based on some probabilistic source) and on the environment side (that is, the
scheduling decisions are based on some probability distribution) in the Pactole framework is
thus an important task.

The second one is to ensure that certified developments remain accessible to a non-specialist
of formal proof, and to ease the proof burden as much as possible. This amounts to building
manageable libraries with clear independent modules, definitions that can be shared and proof
steps that can be reused. Fundamental results must be gathered into a formal library, with each
relevant notion properly specified in the formal model, and each reusable property receiving a
corresponding formal proof.

19 Masafumi Yamashita was awarded the 2016 Prize for Innovation in Distributed Computing for this seminal
work.

https://pactole.liris.cnrs.fr
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Automation is expected wherever possible in this building process. Certifying properties of an
algorithm in a proof assistant amounts to developing mechanical techniques matching the proof
structures brought to the fore. Developing automation in that context is two-fold. On the one
hand it involves high-level tactics to relieve the user from tedious and repetitive proof steps. On
the other hand it must help in exhibiting certain properties and obtaining as a result a formal
proof of it. In doing this, inputs from model checking approaches are precious due to their capacity
to exhibit counter-examples, thus helping the developer, and to discharge automatically some base
cases prior to induction steps.

Finally, it is fundamental to provide the prototype of an environment for proof and development
of trustworthy distributed protocols for mobile robots, by linking together the results obtained
with reference to the formal model, libraries, proof automation and management techniques, etc.
Such an environment should allow the user to specify the algorithm, and to certify its properties,
using generated verification conditions and proof constructs with the help of decision procedures.
To reach this goal, one key challenge is to devise an annotation language rich enough to specify
properties in the scope of our studies, but still convenient to use by designers of robot protocols.
To ensure protocol validation, it must also integrate proof mechanisms allowing both assisted or
automated certification, thus defining a complete certification chain that should be easy enough
to use, even for a non specialist.
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